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Abstract
As people are free to show their expression on
anything using various micro blogging sites like
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Discussion forums
and blogs. Mainly Micro blogging and text
messaging have emerged and become dominated
tool over the web like whatsapp and others. Micro
blogging data is often used to share opinions and
outlooks about the surrounding globe. The
availability of social content generated on sites
creates new opportunities to study public opinion
and outlooks about the entity. This analysis we took
anyone of the micro blogging data for outlook
classification and opinion building. The Outlook
analysis is done on a micro blogging data. The
words are expressed in micro blogging sites are
compared with those in each other data that have
been previously labeled as “positive”, or “negative”.
After looking at these expressions, the algorithm
then judges whether the text in the micro blogging
sites and is positive or negative based on the
chances for each possibility. The overall objective of
this paper is to determine the outlook or opinion of
the micro blogging text, whether it is positive or
negative, which is extended to strength of polarity
also this approach is used to obtain the considerable
features and to analyzing the overall outlook for
each object by computing the subjective standard for
all the outlooks in the textual data.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the decision making process each and every bit
of information are very important. After
incoming internet world user doesn’t worry about
other opinions from, consultants individuals
newspaper, surveys, opinion pools and other kind
of individuals because web analytics concept
introduce new system called opinion mining,

which is find out the opinions and practice of
other users over the internet using digital social
intermediate network websites and blogs like
Facebook , reviews, Discussion forums, blogs,
Twitter, micro-blogs,WhatsApp etc., Certainly,
according to surveys about 7 in 10 (70%) online
shoppers say user generated purchaser product
reviews have a significant or good impact on their
buying activities.[1][2] Also Data from the 2013
Social Shopping Study indicates that more than
70% of consumers spend 85% or more of their
total shopping time performing online product
research, with more than 15% spending 90% or
more of their shopping time in this manner. A
new survey by Deloitte Consumer Products
Group found that almost third-fourth (75%) of
consumers read Shopper written product reviews
online. In reality, a current study by Deloitte
found that more than “85% of purchase decisions
have been directly inclined by reviews”. The
objective of this paper is to pitch lime light on
conclude the outlook of the text, expression,
whether it is positive or negative, which is
absolute to strength of divergence. With the
detonation of Web 2.0 platforms such as micro
blogs, Discussion forums, peer-to-peer networks,
and different other types of social media.
Shoppers have at their disposal a soapbox of
unique reach and power by which to contribute to
their brand experiences and opinions, positive or
negative, about any product or service. As major
companies are increasingly coming to realize,
these shopper voices can wield enormous
influence in shaping the opinions of other
consumer and, ultimately, their brand loyalties,
their purchase choices, and their own brand
advocacy. Companies can respond to the
consumer insights they generate through social
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media supervising and analysis by modifying
their marketing message, brand positing, product
development, and other activities accordingly

ey, is a target entity / Named Entity removal

2.
OUTLOOK
OPINION MINING

soxyzl is the outlook assessment of the opinion
from the opinion possessor hx on feature ayz of
entity yj at time tl. soxyzl is +ve, -ve, or neu, or
more granular ratings. / soxyzl is Outlook
recognition.

ANALYSIS

/

Outlook analysis, in another words is called
Opinion mining, is the field of study that
evaluating
people’s
opinions,
outlooks,
assessment, appraisals, expressions and emotions
towards individuals such as products, services,
organizations, individuals, events, issues ,
subjects and their attributes. In general opinion
cannot structure a problem but it can bias and in
case opinion gathered from many people it should
be reviewed.
The notion of an opinion mining is given by
[Jin.2006, Liu, 2010]. They put most influence on
their work and said that the basic mechanisms of
an opinion are:
•

Opinion holder: it is the person that gives
an exact opinion on an object.

•

Object: it is entity on which an opinion is
expressed by customer.

•

Opinion: it is an analysis, outlook, or
appraisal of an object done by customer.

There are two types of opinion: Standard and
Comparative. Standard opinion is expressions on
a few target entities, which can be classified into
direct and indirect opinion. In other type of
opinion is Comparative opinion is evaluations of
more than one entity.[3][5]
A view is a quintuple (ey, ayz, soxyzl, hx, tl),
Where

ayz is an feature/feature of the entity ey /
Information removal

hx is an opinion holder. / Information / Data
removal
tl is the time when the opinion is uttered.

3. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Koweika et al. [Kow, 2015], presented a paper
for outlook Analysis for Social Media. It enclosed
Social media has become one of the biggest
forums to state ones opinion. The journal also
says that with the data from micro blogging, we
could categorize whether the data from micro
blogging are positive or negative. Gender forecast
and Age calculation can also be done based on
the words and jargon the people use in their
opinions.
Arti Buche [Art, 2015] , presented a paper was
Opinion Mining and study: A Survey. It clearly
explains that the Outlook study is a type of
Natural Language Processing which is used to
follow products, brands in the Web. It has thus
become a requirement for companies to gather
data from different sources such as blogs, review
sites, Micro-blogs and there-by formative
whether they are outlooks positively or negatively
using part of speech category.
Preslav Nakov [Pre, 2015] has introduced
Outlook Analysis in Micro blogging. Researcher
explains Twitter maintains in sequence about who
follows who. Micro blogging and tags inside of
data provide conversation information. The
opinions and reviews together from Twitter and
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SMS are confidential to outlook using related
phrase-level divergence. The outlooks were
confidential in three ways positive, negative or
purpose [6]

computing the subjective average for all the
outlooks in the textual data.

Jisha Manjaly [Jis, 2015] has proposed a new
system in Micro blogging based Outlook
Analysis for Subject classification. It conferred
about Social media such as micro-blogs, Twitter,
Facebook, Whatsapp are extensively used for
participatory information distribution and
association. The opinions are then classified into
positive or negative and neutral which is auxiliary
divided into the exciting states such as sad, happy
and angry.

Micro blogging data are collected using R tool
from following five companies. In this work, data
from micro blogging about specific company are
used as the hash tags (e.g.: #CTS). The
companies are preferred in such way there are
more people talking about it in micro-blogs and
twitter. All the companies are listed companies in
the NSE. The following are the listed companies
according to verticals:

Sindhu C [Sid, 2015] , presented a study on
Opinion Mining and Outlook divergence
Classification. Outlook analysis refers to
computational practices for analyzing the
opinions that are removed from various sources
like the blog posts and social networking
websites, observations on forums, reviews about
products, policies or any subject on social
networking sites or micro-blogs. The process of
selecting the intolerant sentences and ignoring the
accurate sentence is called Subjectivity
recognition which is then preprocessed by
tokenizing, stop words cleaning and stemming. .
the articulated opinion in a sentence is classified
into six emotions as: Anger, fear, disgust,
happiness, surprise, sadness.

4. TASK OF OPINION MINING
4.1 Motivation and Objective
Based on the review of literature, a digit of
approaches are used to recognize the important
features of opinion mining and to decide the
outlook of the text, whether the data is positive or
negative, which is extended to strength of
divergence. The aim of this move toward is used
to obtain the important features and to analyzing
the on the whole outlook for each entity by

4.2 Data Set

Table 1.0 List of Companies

Company Name

Type of Industry

Airtel Ltd.

Telecommunication
- Services

Titan Ltd.

Retail

Bosch Ltd.

Automobiles

Cognizant software
solutions (CTS).

Computers –
Software

Colgate Ltd.

FMCG

The Sampling technique implemented for this
project is Topic-based sampling based on decree
level opinion mining, since we have collected
textual data regarding definite hash tags. For one
day, more than 3500 tweets and micro blogging
data were analyzed. So, for 60 days we obtained a
sample size of 210,000 data for the entire project.

4.3 Steps for Outlooks analysis
In opinion mining are different types of outlook
analysis as: feature-level, word level, entity-level,
document-level, sentence-level. Data set are
collected from different Twitter and micro-blogs
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by web crawling, in this step will be explained
very obviously below paper. Removing data from
SMN (Twitter) : using Twitter API REST API s
are having the subsequent resources : Time lines ,
streaming , tweets search, friends, direct message
and followers ,users , favorites ,suggested users ,
lists, saved searchers, Geo , place and trends ,
spam reports, help. These APIs use the pull
tactics for data retrieval. To collect information a
user must clearly request it. Streaming APIs
provides a nonstop stream of public information
from Twitter and micro-blogs. These APIs use
the push tactics for data retrieval. Once a demand
for information is made, the Streaming APIs
provide a continuous torrent of updates with no
additional input from the user. Opinion Retrieval
involves retrieving preferred information from
bag-of-words or Twitter and micro-blogs textual
data to measure ad hoc information retrieval
usefulness in the standard way; we require a test
collection consisting of three things:
1) Documents have to be collected.
2) A test matching set of information needs,
expressible as queries or tags
3) A set of significance judgments, standard a
binary assessment of either significant or nonsignificant for each query-document pair.
Outlook Removing: Finding or discovering of
target entity. It uses various method to remove
the outlook from outlook documenting using
supervised learning, unsupervised learning and
lexicon based approach. Outlook categorization:
Positive / Negative -Score Analysis: To find
whether a piece of text is opinionated or not
opinionated and to uncover the polarity of the
text. This categorization may be binary or
multiclass classification.

4.5 Constructs a Lexical Outlook study
for Scoring Positive or Negative word
study

To get around the possible; issue of having an
inappropriate lexicon, we constructed lexicon
automatically for every dataset. Because we are
using data collected directly from Twitter and
micro-blogs, we do not have unambiguous
positive or negative labels.

4.6 Steps for performing lexical outlook
study
Step 1. Examine opinion data set
Step 2. Clean up the opinion, to extract noise data
Step 3. Divide whole opinion based stretch into
opinion word
Step 4. Discover the number of positive and
negative expressions
Step 5. Evaluate number of positive and negative
opinion from multi set
Step 6. Attain opinion: Number of positive words
– number of negative words

4.7 Bunch of Words
The main process of lexical outlook analysis is to
evaluate the Tweets crawled and data from
Twitter and micro-blogs with the bag of words
(BOW) containing positive and negative words.
A few of the words in bunch of words are given
in the table:
Table 2.0 Few List of Positive and Negative
words from the Bunch of Words
Positive Words

Negative Word

Marvelous

Annoying

Gorgeous

Cheating
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Sentiment Analysis

Joyful

Bad

Stunning

Impolitely

Thrilled

Hideous

Incredible

Accursed

Enjoyable

Overblown

The strength of divergence (i.e.) very positive,
positive, slightly positive is determined by the
frequency of positive or negative words repeated
in a single tweet. Some of the Tweets and its
classification are given below:

200
150
100
50
Sentiment

0

Fig 2.0 Outlook Analysis Chart
5. SCORING OUTLOOKS

Table3.0 Outlook Analysis Data
#CTS focuses on making its
customers STRONGER while
designing #JDEdwards solutions
- more on its offerings here
http://t.co/b66XTqt8CD
Highly impressed with the way
#CTS has not digitized Indian
Passport procedures. They’ve
indirectly
encourages
agents/bribes/queues/confusion.
Instantly block access to swipe
cards. Don't do like this #CTS
So happy to be placed in #CTS.
Whenever some1 asks what are
you doing i just say tcs n rest all
is explained :)

Overall negative = (0*-3) + (30*-2) + (55*-1)
=115
Positive

Overall positive = (175*0) + (155*1) + (105*2) + (20*3)
=425

Overall Outlook = 425-115=310
Negatives

Negative

Positive

The chart below represents the outlook analysis
on May 1st, 2016.

The Overall outlook analysis for CTS is looks to
be very positive, since the bar chart is tilted
towards true (i.e.). Positive Side. There are no
very negative data, very few negative and
somewhat negative data, which proves that noise
about CTS is extra positive in environment.
5.2 Overall opinion analysis
The Fig 3.0 chart represents the trends of all the
five companies (i.e.) Airtel, Titan Industries,
Bosch, Cognizant technologies, Colgate by using
the overall outlook in this research.
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Note: A: Very Negative B: Negative C: Slightly
Negative D: Neutral E: Slightly Positive F:
Positive G: Very Positive H: Overall Outlook %:
Percentage

600
500
400
Airtel
Titan
Bosch
CTS
Colgate

300
200
100
0

Fig.3.0 Overall Outlook Flow
From the above movement of overall outlook of
diverse companies, where the overall outlook for
Airtel went losing to negative on 1st of May,
2016 and it is suitable to more social blogging
data relating to bad purchaser service.
Moderately, overall outlook for CTS is more
positive than all the other companies where the
outlook is nearly above 400. The overall outlook
for Bosch is rather stable and it has increased
nearly to 330 on the last day of study. On the
other hand, Titan industries had a very positive
buzz on 1st May, 2016, which turns down to
about generally outlook of 250 on 29th May,
2016. While, the overall outlook for Colgate was
very low on 1st May, 2016 but at the later stage
the outlook has increased drastically above 205
on 29th May, 2016.
5.3 Overall Outlook 7 point scale data
The lexical outlook study was achieved over five
companies. We have studied about 2290 tweets
and blog data per day. So, for 29 days beginning
1st May, 2016 to 29th May, 2016, a total of
66,410 tweets and blog data were examined for
the whole project. The following table
characterized the divergence of outlook in very
unhelpful to very optimistic scale (i.e.) a 6 point
scale.

Table 5 Sample Overall Opinion 7 point data
DATE

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

%

1-May2016

0

30

55

175

155

105

20

310

72.9

8-May2016

2

32

60

173

150

103

20

291

68.4

------

---

---

----

----

---

----

---

---

--

29May16

0

25

30

200

160

105

20

82.3

6. CONCLUSIONS
This research initiates the theoretical essential of
opinion mining. The proposed advance resolves
the outlook of the text, whether it is attains
positive or negative, which is extensively to
potency of divergence and also which was attain
the important features and to Analyzing the
generally outlook for every object by computing
the subjectivist standard for all the emotion in the
textual data. For auxiliary research the Stock
prices of above declared companies are collected
from the official website of (NSE) National Stock
Exchange for the same time , so Comparing the
overall outlook of each object with its Stock
Prices and Comparing the calculated results of
Closing prices using ALM with the values
predicted using Artificial Neural Networks. There
still continue many areas for additional research,
such as the propose of proficient algorithms for
opining mining from the positive and negative
outlook result.
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